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James B. Macdonald received his Ph.D. in education from the University of Wisconsin-Madison at age 31. His advisor was Virgil Herrick. Macdonald's first university position was as Assistant Professor in Curriculum and Extension at the University of Texas-Austin during the 1956-1957 academic year. He spent the next two years as Assistant Professor in Elementary Education at New York University. From 1959-1963, Macdonald was Associate Professor and Director of School Experimentation and Research at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. He was a Professor in the Department of Curriculum and the Department of Educational Policy Studies at the University of Wisconsin from 1963-1966. Macdonald was a Professor of Curriculum and Social and Philosophical Foundations of Education at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee from 1966-1972. He was Distinguished Professor of Education at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro from 1972 until his death on November 21, 1983.

The following bibliography of Macdonald's writings and printed speeches is organized chronologically so that the reader can map the themes of his inquiry. In a videotaped autobiography, Macdonald identified four stages of his exploration and writing. (1) scientism, which he eventually felt excluded too much—especially affect, (2) person-centered humanism, (3) sociopolitical humanism, and (4) transcendentalism, with its significant secular and religious implications and its need for cultural revolution. He openly acknowledged the importance of each stage's contribution to what he considered to be the key question in curriculum: How shall we live together?
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"Human Development and the Emergence of Human Potentialities." Pedagogia Colegio de Pedagogia 11 (Enero-Junio 1963): 113–128


"Curriculum Theory: Problems and a Prospectus." Paper presented at Professors of Curriculum Conference, Miami Beach, 3 April 1964


"Should We Group by Creative Abilities?" The Elementary School Journal 65 (December 1964): 137–142 (with James D. Raths).


A Research Oriented Elementary Education Student Teaching Program Milwaukee: University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 1965.


An Experimental Study of the Group Versus the One-to-One Instructional Relationship in First Grade Basal Reading Programs. Madison. Laboratory for Research in Basic Skills at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1966 (with T. Harris and G. L. Rarick).

"Individual Versus Group Instruction in Reading?" The Reading Teacher 19 (May 1966): 643–646; 652 (with T Harris and J. S. Mann).


"Perspective on Technological Rationality in Education." Paper presented at the ASCD Research Institute, Western Section, Minneapolis, Minnesota, September 1966.


"Process and Change in Education." Paper presented to the State Department of Education, Columbus, Ohio, June 1966.


"Critical Value Questions and the Analysis of Objectives and Curricula."


Professors Macdonald and Brubaker were colleagues at the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee and the University of North Carolina at Greensboro They co-directed the Humanistic Education Project at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro from 1972–1983.
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